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Abstract—Process mining techniques extract business processes
from event logs. Process discovery, one of process mining
techniques, has aim to mine a process model from event log. To
help its process, process discovery uses some algorithms such as
alpha, alpha+ and alpha++ where each algorithm has some
advantages and limitations in analyzing event log. Alpha++ miner
algorithm is considered the most advance improvement of alpha
and alpha+ algorithm, therefore we use alpha++ as basic algorithm
to our Modified alpha++ Miner. The proposed method in this paper
uses Modified alpha++ Miner to generate process model, determine
sequential and parallel relation from process model using temporal
causal relation and control flow, and then evaluate the process
model in terms of fitness value, validity and completeness. This
paper will be focused on the advantages of Modified alpha++ Miner
to discover business process.
Keywords-- Alpha++ Algorithm; Time Interval; Alpha Miner;
Process Discovery; Process Mining; Conformance Checking

I.

INTRODUCTION

Process mining techniques extract business processes from
event logs. Process mining is divided into three types, namely
process discovery, model extension/ enhancement and
conformance checking. From those three, mining a process
model from event log is main focus of process discovery [1].
To analyze the event log, process discovery uses technique or
algorithm, such as α (Alpha), α+, α++, and heuristics miner
[2]. Each of this algorithm has some advantages compared to
the others, but it also has its limitations [3]. Limitations of α,
α+, and α++ algorithm can be found in related works part of
this paper.
The proposed method in this paper uses Modified α++
Miner (MA++M) algorithm to generate the process model as
well as their relation based on event log. Compared to α++,
this algorithm can detect overlapping process in time interval
and identifies it as a parallel process. Because of this
advantage, MA++M algorithm will generate less trace than the
α++ algorithm. We use α++ algorithm because at current time
the α++ is the latest version of modified α algorithm with big
improvement of either α or α+ and MTBAM algorithm is also
based on α algorithm, short description related to α++ will be
written in related works section of this paper.
Main focus of this research is modifying α++ algorithm to
discover process model and then evaluate the process model in

terms of fitness value, validity and completeness, which is
better known as conformance checking.
II.

RELATED WORK

Related work of this paper explains and does comparing
the existing process discovery algorithm α++ based on the
earlier α and α+ algorithm. α+ algorithm itself is based on the
algorithm called α.
A. α++ Algorithm
α algorithm is the most commonly used algorithm in
process discovery to analyze and discover activity from cases
in the event log. However, α algorithm has some
disadvantages in the implementation. In [4], the limitations of
α algorithm is further exposed, α algorithm cannot mine
duplicate and hidden tasks, non-free choice [5], cannot deal
with noisy data, and data with time constraint and mining
loops (L1L and L2L). α+ which is the improvement of α
algorithm can detect short loop like length one loop. Lastly
α++ algorithm that can detect implicit dependencies, discover
length one loop (L1L) and length two loop (L2L) and can
reconstruct workflow-net (WF-net) to non-free choice.
However, there is a disadvantage of α++ algorithm, that is it
will produce traces according to parallel cases in the event log.
The bigger the number of the parallel case, the higher the
number of traces generated from α++ algorithm [6]. Further
explanation of α++ algorithm and α algorithm can be found in
[7].
B. Modified Time-Based Alpha Miner Algorithm (MTBAM)
MTBAM algorithm uses temporal causal relation and
control flow to differentiate sequential and parallel relation as
explained in [6]. As mentioned before in introduction, this
algorithm can generate less traces than α algorithm using time
interval so the fitness value is higher than α algorithm. We
adopt this temporal causal relation and control flow to
determine the parallel and sequence of process model based on
their time interval into this modified α++ miner algorithm.
III.

CONFORMANCE CHECKING EVALUATION

In this section, conformance checking evaluation is
explained. We only use three evaluation criteria in this
research. They are fitness value, validity and completeness.
Process model from discovery process using Modified α++
Miner algorithm are evaluated based on this criteria.
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A. Fitness of Process Model
Conformance checking is closely related to fitness. Fitness
is kind of evaluation of a process model which has a focus on
all activities of process model should correctly parsed based
on event log. The process model which has all the activities
that can be correctly parsed based on the event log has a high
fitness value. On the contrary if many of the activities cannot
be correctly parsed into the process model then the fitness
value will be low.
Fitness value ranges from 0 (no activities including cases
and traces parsed based on event log into process model) to 1
(all activities including cases and traces parsed correctly based
on event log into process model) [6 , 8]. Generally, all α, α+
and α++ algorithm have high fitness value because of the
relations in process model. They cover all relations, sequence
and parallel without giving the threshold. We can calculate the
fitness value using (1).

where:
Xf
CapturedCasesinEL
LogCasesinEL

: fitness value of process model
: total number of cases that can be
parsed into the process model
: total number of cases in event log

Definition 1. There are event log (EL), process model (PM),
and activity (Act). Notion of completeness for Act, EL and
PM are:

Given a process model (PM), the number of activities (n) in
the i-branch (i), and the number of activities which has branch
activities (p). Process model (PM) consists of parallel AND,
OR and XOR. The number of traces required for the process:
Formula 1. Parallel AND relation

B. Validity of Process Model

Formula 2. Parallel OR relation

Event log that has been formed into a process model must
be evaluated in terms of dependency graph, causal net and
semantic. If all of them are in correct way, then it is meaning
of validity [1 , 9]. Semantic process model can be obtained if
process model enriches with split and join. To fulfil the
evaluation criteria of validity, there are three steps to evaluate
the validity of process model:
1.
2.
3.
4.

event log meets the idea of the completeness of the algorithm.
Event log which do not meet the idea of completeness are
called incompleteness. Incompleteness occurs because there is
too little data on event log which leads to misunderstandings
in process discovery. So the result of process model is not as it
should be [11].

Determine dependency graph
Transform (1) and generate causal net
Create semantic process model
Obtain final model of event log which follows the
validity condition correctly

Formula 3. Parallel XOR relation

Formula 4. Process model (PM) consists of a parallel set
activity which each branch of parallel set has another parallel
or sequence relation. To mine the process model with parallel
set (PT), the number of traces required:
PT = ANDT + ORT + XORT

C. Completeness of Process Model
Completeness is a notion referring to a problem in
computational complexity theory. In process mining, concept
of completeness related to minimum number of traces needed
to discover process model correctly [10].
Process discovery also implement the idea of
completeness. Process discovery works correctly when the

IV.

(5)

PROPOSED METHOD

Fig. 1 explains our proposed method of this research. This
research focuses on discovering process model from Modified
α++ miner algorithm. After we discover the process model, we
evaluate the fitness, validity and completeness.
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Fig. 1. Proposed Method

Step 1. Input data of this process discovery is event log. Event
log has two types in reality; single timestamp and double
timestamp event log. Generally, to discover the process model,
we use Case ID, Activity and timestamp.
Step 2. After the input is ready to mine, Modified α++ Miner
algorithm is used to discover the process model. To discover
process model, as we explained in Section II, we adopt the
steps of Modified Time-based Alpha Miner (MTBAM)
algorithm to determine the sequence and parallel relation of
process model which are temporal causal relation and control
flow [6] [12] [13] [14].
Main differences between MTBAM and MA++M are in terms
of detecting implicit dependency, discovering length one loop
(L1L) & length two loop (L2L) and reconstruct the workflownet (WF-net) into non-free choice.
There are 13 steps used in Modified α++ Miner algorithm:
Step 1. Determine the sequence relation and parallel relation
from each case
Step 2. Delete duplicate relations (sequence and parallel) from
all cases
Step 3. Get all traces of event log which include sequence and
parallel relations
Step 4. Create set of transition in WF-net
Step 5. Create set of input and output transition from event log
Step 6. Create set of L1L and L2L from event log
Step 7. Detect all implicit dependencies from WF-net
Step 8. Create gantt chart for all traces
Step 9. Create the places
Step 10. Discover the process model
Step 11. Determine the type of parallel relation

Step 3. Conformance Checking Evaluation of Process Model.
After process model is generated, fitness value, validity and
completeness of process model need to be measured.
V.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Event Log
We use Yarn Manufacturing Process event log in this
research. Yarn Manufacturing Process consists of 14 activities,
8 traces and 50 cases. This event log is double timestamp
event log which has start time and complete time. The
relations in this event log are sequential and parallel relations.
Table I shows event log of Yarn Manufacturing Process. For
this experiment, we only use case id, activities and timestamp.
B. Experimental Result
We mine the process model using MA++M algorithm and
event log in Table I. Fig. 2 shows the result after MA++M is
run. Process model in Fig. 2 contains sequential relation,
parallel XOR and OR, and also L1L and L2L. Table II
explains activities listed in the process model in Fig. 2.
Based on Fig. 2, activity ‘OpposingSpike’ and activity
‘AirCurrentBlowing’ are in parallel relation XOR. Meanwhile,
activity ‘DrawingFrame’ and activity ‘RovingFrame’ are in
parallel relation OR. We get the knowledge that using
MA++M, we can discover the process model which contains
L1L, L2L and non-free choice. α, α+ and α++ algorithm
cannot handle those three problems.
α algorithm can only discover relations of process model
correctly. Fig. 3 shows process model discovery using α
algorithm. Based on Fig. 2 and Fig.3, Modified α++ Miner
algorithm is more powerful than α, α+ and α++ algorithm
because all the conditions in the event log can be handled
well. Activities listed in the process model in Fig. 3 also as
same as explained in Table II.

AND, XOR or OR
Step 12. Add input activity, output activity and sequence
relations into process model
Step 13. A process model is complete
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TABLE I. EVENT LOG OF YARN MANUFACTURING PROCESS

TABLE II. CODE AND ACTIVITY NAME OF YARN
MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Code

Activity Name

A

SendingGoodReceive

B

GettingGoodReceive

C

BaleOpening

D

ConditioningofMMFFiber

E

Blending

F

OpposingSpike

G

AirCurrentBlowing

H

StrikingCotton

I

Carding

J

DrawingFrame

K

RovingFrame

L

Combing

M

RingFraming

N

ConeWinding

Fig. 2. Process Model of Yarn Manufacturing Process using MA++M
algorithm

C. Conformance Checking Evaluation
After discovering process model, we do the conformance
checking evaluation of process model discovered by MA++M
algorithm. We implement the (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5).

Fig. 3. Process Model of Yarn Manufacturing Process using α
algorithm
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a. Fitness
First evaluation is calculating the fitness value. We
calculate fitness using (1) and we also compare the fitness
between MA++M algorithm and MTBAM algorithm.
Based on Table III, result of fitness value of MA++M is
higher than MTBAM because all cases in Yarn Manufacturing
Process parsed into the process model based on event log.
Meanwhile, MTBAM cannot parse the case where there are
L1L and L2L.

Based on (5), the number of traces of Yarn Manufacturing
Process which consist of parallel sets are selecting the highest
number of traces of each parallel sets. In this case, the answer
is two.
Based on the calculation, the event log of Yarn Manufacturing
Process for process discovery has 8 traces and 50 cases.
Therefore, the event log of Yarn Manufacturing Process
fulfills the idea of completeness, because it contains 8 traces
of the 2 traces it should have.

TABLE III. FITNESS VALUE OF MA++M AND MTBAM

Fitness value of MA++M
algorithm
1.0

TABLE IV. DEPENDENCY OF YARN MANUFACTURING PROCESS

Fitness value of MTBAM
algorithm
0.92857

Input Set

Activity

Output Set

{∅}

SendingGoodReceive

{GettingGoodReceive
}

{SendingGoodReceiv
e}

GettingGoodReceive

{BaleOpening}

{GettingGoodReceive
}

BaleOpening

{ConditioningofMMF
Fiber}

{BaleOpening}

ConditioningofMMFF
iber

{Blending}

{ConditioningofMMF
Fiber}

Blending

{OpposingSpike}

{Blending}

OpposingSpike

{AirCurrentBlowing}

{Blending}

OpposingSpike

{StrikingCotton}

{OpposingSpike}

AirCurrentBlowing

{Carding}

{OpposingSpike}

StrikingCotton

{Carding}

{StrikingCotton}

Carding

{DrawingFrame,
RovingFrame}

{Carding}

DrawingFrame

{Combing}

{Carding}

RovingFrame

{Combing}

{DrawingFrame,
RovingFrame}

Combing

{RingFraming}

{Combing}

RingFraming

{ConeWinding}

{RingFraming}

ConeWinding

{∅}

b. Validity
To get the validity of process model, we need to obtain the
dependency graph of process model as generated using
Modified α++ Miner algorithm. As we get the dependency
graph, we need to transform it into causal net. Table IV shows
dependency graph of process model generated by MA++M
algorithm. After obtaining the dependency graph, we
transform the dependency graph into causal net as shown in
Table V. In causal net, input activity and output activity must
be correct for each activity.
The final step of validity is connecting the gateway parallel
and sequence relation of process model correctly so that we
can create the semantic process model. Fig.4 shows the result
where process model has correct validity. Based on validity
terms, the result of process model by Modified α++ Miner
algorithm generated the semantic process model in a valid
way.
c. Completeness
Completeness is measured by calculating all the relations
of business process to obtain the total minimum traces. They
are needed to mine the process model correctly. Event log of
Yarn Manufacturing Process can fulfill the idea of
completeness if it has two traces calculated using (5).
Process model in Fig. 4 has two parallel relations; XOR
relation and OR relation. We calculate the completeness using
formula of completeness for XOR and OR (3) and (4).
The conditional XOR relation in the process model has one
activity in each of its branch, then the number of traces based
on (4) is
XOR = 1 + 1 = 2
Meanwhile, conditional OR relation also has one activity in
each branch, then the number of trace based on Formula 3 is
OR = (1 x 1) + 1 = 2

VI.

CONCLUSION

In this research, we propose the modification of α++
algorithm which is the extended version of α and α+
algorithm. The modification of α++ is known as Modified α++
Miner (MA++M) algorithm which uses time interval in
discovering the process model. Our experimental results
explained that the result of process model can discover the
sequence, parallel, length one loop (L1L) and length two loop
(L2L) correctly. After discovering process model, the result is
then evaluated using conformance checking which consists of-
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{{Carding}}

DrawingFrame

{{Combing}}

{{Carding}}

RovingFrame

{{Combing}}

{{DrawingFrame,
RovingFrame}}

Combing

{{RingFraming}}

{{Combing}}

RingFraming

{{ConeWinding}}

{{RingFraming}}

ConeWinding

{{∅}}
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